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INTRODUCTION
This paper presents a complete methodology for the analysis of the human
body motion during sports activities. Thefinal objective is to simulate in a computer
the behaviour of a mechanical model of the human body when performing a
physical activity, so as to obtain trom the simulation various mechanical results like
velocities, acceleralions, internal forces or external reactions ... that cannot be
measured directly and that are of interest in the study and improvement of the
activity performance.
The study of the human body considered as a multi body system (MBS) is
relatively new in the field of biomechanics, but the latest advances in MBS
formalisms, the increasing power of computers and the wide-spread use of MBS
codes bring a new tool for the analysis of the human body motion.
The first computational solutions to dynamic problems of biomechanics were
presented by Chao and Rim (1973), and the first computational studies on the
human walking motion published by Arkivar and Seireg (1975). More modern works
are those of Buford et al (1990) which present a mechanical model of ahand, and
Delp (1990) which presents a model of the lower Iimbs. Koering (1984) and
Maciejewski (1985) are the first to use multi-articulated models of the human body,
but do not carry out mechanical simulations and only make a graphical animation of
the motion. A powerful model for the mechanical simulation of the bone-muscle
system has been presented by Chao, Lynch and Vanderploeg (1993), where the
motion data are captured by means of electromagnetic position sensors and video
systems. Properties of geometry and mass are obtained fram data scanned from
real human bodies. Bones are modelIed as rigid bodies and ligaments as spring
and dampers. The method, which calculates the reaction forces at the joints and
the forces required at the museies, is oriented to medical diagnosis and includes
animation facilities.
Finally it is worth mentioning the work of Gutierrez (1990) and Alvarez et aJ
(1993) in which the behaviour of the human body is sports using a MBS approach is
studied, but with limitations in the definition of the mechanical model and in the type
of dynamic simulations carried out. A similar approach was used in the
development of the DYNAMAN tool for ESAIESTEC, but with further simplifications
because of real time response constraints, and limited to kinematic simulation (see
Celigüeta, 1993). The work presented here uses the same philosophy of
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considering the human body as a multi body system with apre defined topology :
i.e. an assembly of rigid elements, representing the different human members,
connected by joints that restriet the relative motion between them. The main
difference from the previous works resides in the fact that the dimensions of the
mechanical model do not need to be determined in advance, but are calculated as
a function of the data measured during the real motion. This allows the building of a
MBS that is consistent with motion and whose dynamic simulation provides results
which are much more coherent. The proposed methodology is of general purpose
and can be applied to other fields of biomechanics although sports have been the
most natural field of application.

MOTION CAPTURE
The first step in the present methodology is the capture of the actual motion
of the human body during the activity to simulate. This capture is carried out by
following a standard method of video recording, which is today widely used in
biomechanics applications : a number of fixed video cameras (usually 2) are
located covering the complete exercise area. First of all, the cameras are calibrated
using an appropriate three dimensional structure of known size. The activity of the
athlete is then recorded at a standard rate of 25 images per second, with all the
cameras synchronised so as to obtain the frames at the same time value.
The recorded video motions are digitized using a manual process. In this
process every frame is presented on the computer screen, where the user has to
identify with the mouse pointer a set of key points of the human body. These points
are calied basic points and will be used later on for two purposes: to defjne the size
of the multi body system used to represent the human body; and to define the input
motion applied to such a MBS. The digitisation process is done at a frequency of 50
Hz because of the division of every reeorded frame into its even and odd Iines.
Manual digitisation is normally used for sport aetivities because of the diffieulty of
putting optical marks on the athlete's body. However, the analysis methodology
allows the use of automatie digitisation whenever possible. In faet the process is
normally carried out by using eommercially available software programs, greatly
facilitating the task of point identification and determination of the 3D coordinates of
the points seleeted on the computer sereen. As a result of the motion digitisation,
the 3D trajeetories of the basic points of the human body are obtained by using the
weil known direet linear transformation teehnique (Abdei Aziz, Karara, 1971). These
trajectories are stored on disk files in an format appropriate for further proeessing.
The digitization process is very error prone for several reasons : operator
pieking errors, small image size, pixel size... making the trajeetories unsuitable for
input to a multi body solver. To overcome this problem, the digitized trajectories are
conditioned in a two step proeess. First, a filtering teehnique is applied to every
trajectory in an independent way, so as to eliminate high frequency components
originated by the motion eapture operation. For this filter operation a c1assieal
Butterworth filter of third order is used, with a two pass teehnique. This simple
technique has proven to be very efficient for obtaining smoothed motions. The
second part of the data conditioning is carried out during the construetion of the
mechanieal model.
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HUMAN BODY MODEL
The key part of the methodology corresponds to the creation of a mechanical
model of the human body. This is carried out by using the natural coordinates
concept, proposed by Garcfa de Jalon et al (1986) : the position and orientation of
the joints and elements of the mechanism are defined by the cartesian components
of a set of points and unit vectors located at the joints.
The construction of the final mechanical model of the human body requires
different steps, that are described in the next paragraphs. It is based on the use of
the recorded trajectories as initial data, and on the use of symbolic expressions that
relate these data to define the model. The symbolic expressions are processed by
a symbolic manipulator, that builds up the complete mechanical model. The
process is completely general purpose, but is explained here for a typical model.
First, the model of the primary mechanism is created. This model consists of
all these points whose trajectories have been digitized and conditioned. They are
referred to as primary points. Normally 22 primary points are used for sport
activities. Their names can be seen in figure 1 (L and R stand for left and right, and
all have the suffix P, to mean point).
T<lClN...,p

Figure 1. Primary points of the human body model.

The primary mechanism cannot be used for simulation, because it does not
contain all the information that is required. Firstly, not all the points necessary to
define the mechanism exist as primary points, mainly because most of them cannot
be identified on the video images. Secondly, the primary points do not contain
information on the orientation of the joints and this orientation must be defined by
unit vectors located on such joints, so these unit vectors are not initially defined. All
these entities that do not exist among the primary ones are called derived points
and derived vectors. Only a small number of derived points exist normally, but all
the vectors are derived vectors, as the joint orientation is very difficult to measure.
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The posItion of all the derived points and vectors is defined as an algebraic
function of the position of other points and vectors whose position is already known.
This procedure is applied recursively until arriving at a primary point, whose position
as a function of time is always known. For example, the definition of a derived point
(calIed CentreTrunkp) located at the centre of the trunk is obtained as a function of
three primary points (see figure 1) by means of the following algebraic expression
CentreTrunkP =(- LowerNeckP + LHipP /2+ RHipP /2) "0.75 + LowerNeckP

R
connected
Cardan j •
ex;sting st
'ower trunk
the absolu18

The definition of derived vectors is more involved. U normally requires the
use of cross products of two segments each defined by two basic or derived points
and/or unit vectors. For example the definition of a unit Vector describing the
orientation of the left knee, called LKneeV, is obtained as a function of the points
located at the hip (LHipP), at the ankle (LAnklep) and at the knee itself (LKneep)
(see f\gures 1 and 2). Two segments joining the knee with the hip and the ankle are
defined first, whilst the cross product of both segments defines the unit vector :
LKneeV

= unit ( (LHipP - LKneeP) 1\ (LAnkleP - LKneeP) )

Other vectors require the use of previously defined vectors. For example the
vector defining the lateral rotation between the neck and the trunk (LowerNeckV) is
defined in two stages:
FrontalV = unit ( (LowerNeckP - LHipP) 1\ (RHipP - LHipP) )
LowerNeckV = unit ( (UpperNeckP - LowerNeckP) 1\ FrontalV )
U~V

Figure 2 shows all the vectors
defined in this way for the human model.
Up to 18 vectors are used in a typical
model for sports.

FrcrtliV

LBbowV

With this process the so called
derived mechanism is constructed : it
consists of the trajectories of all the
primary and derived points and vectors.
It must be noted that when using
natural coordinates, points and vectors
must be located at the joints, so the
points and vectors of the derived
mechanism, already define the joints
that can be used in the model.

Figure
LAridlUtV

Figure 2. Unlt vectors definlng the
orlentations of the joints

The next step is the definition of the rigid elements that represent the human
body members. These rigid elements are defined in terms of the points and vectors
located at the joints. Figure 3 shows the models used for the right leg and arm and
figure 4 for the head and trunk. It should be noted that most of the main human
member are modelied with two coincident mechanical elements (for example the
right arm is modelied with elements RArmint and RArmExt). This is due to the
necessity of representing the rotation of the member with respect to itself.
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Figure 5 shows the complete human model, that contains 32 rigid elements,
connected by 32 joints : 28 revolute joints located at the main articulations; 2
Cardan joints located at the ankles; one more at the throat (to model the 2 rotations
existing at each of such points); and finally one f.loating joint is located between the
lower trunk and the ground. This last joint has 6 degrees of freedom and defines
the absolute position of the mechanism with respect to the ground.
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Figure 4. Trunk and head model

Figure 5. Complele human model

The points and vectors used to represent the mechanism joints define the
mechanism topology, but is also necessary to define the dimensions of the different
elements. In natural coordinates this is done by associating a local reference frame
to each element of the mechanism and calculating the coordinates of the points
and the components of the vectors that define the element with respect to such a
local frame. When a point or vector is shared by two elements, its local coordinates
in both elements must be given.
The local coordinates of points and vectors are calculated taking the
trajectories of the points and vectors, either primary or derived, as a basis again.
The problem is that the distances between the trajectories are not constant,
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because of the errors contained in the lalter. The solution is to average the
distances between the trajectories first and then use the averaged values to
calculate the local coordinates of the points. This averaging procedure corresponds
to the second phase of the numerical conditioning of the recorded trajectories,
previously mentioned.
This procedure is called conditioning of the local reference frame and is also
carried out by using symbolic expressions that relate the already existing entities.
For example, to define the local frame of the lower trunk element that has 3 points
(RHipP, LHipP, Centrep) and a vector (FrontalV) 5 symbolic expressions are used
(figure 6). First the sides of the triangle (a,b,c) are calculated by averaging the
trajectories of the 3 points. This is done using the function MeanLength of the
symbolic manipulator. Second the triangle height (h) calculated, supposing that side
a is fixed and averaging the height generated by sides band c. Finally the local
reference frame is located by defining the local coordinates of the 3 points and the
vector as a function of the previous geometrie magnitudes.

For
formulation
Jalon and
the human

• Ki

a == MeanLength(RHipP,LHipP)

for same

b == MeanLength(RHipP,CentreP)

forces req
defined by
and leads to
the coordi
body syst
values of
independe

c == MeanLength(LHipP,CentreP)
h == 0.5*( sqrt(b*b - a*al4) + sqrt(c*c - a*al4))
LocalPoint==RHipP

X==-al2

Y=-hI3

Z=O

LocalPoint==LHipP

X=+al2

Y=-hI3

Z==O

LocalPoint==CentreP

X=O

Y=2*hI3

Z==O

Y=O

Z==1

LocalVector==FrontalV X==O

The
as the traj
a smoother
tabulated
can create

Figure 6. Lower trunk local
reference frame

Once the dimensions of the elements have been determined, the definition of
the mechanism is complete. The resulting model is called the consistent model,
because its dimensions are consistent with the dimensions of the actual human
body and constant, as required by the MBS solver.
The last step in the creation of the multi body system corresponds to the
definition of its degrees of freedom and the values adopted by such degrees of
freedom during the simulation. The degrees of freedom used for the consistent
model are:
•

the angles at all the joints, that define the relative position of one element with
respect to the others. A typical model contains up to 34 angles (28 at the
revolute joints and 6 at the 3 Cardan joints)

•

the position of the reference element (Iower part of the trunk) with respect to the
ground. This position is defined by the 3 absolute coordinates of a point and the
rotations of the 3 Bryant angles used to locate the orientation of the lower trunk.

The values of the angles as a function of time that must be applied as inputs
to the degrees of freedom to simulate the motion, are again obtained fram the
trajectories of the points. As the angles are defined between 3 points, it is very easy
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The values of the angles are obtained in tabular form, with as many values
as the trajectories. Finally, the tabular values are fitted using cubic splines, to obtain
a smoother variation. Th;s ;s necessary because the time increment between the
tabulated values (normally 1/25 sec) can be too big for simulation purposes and
can create convergence problems.
MULTI BODY SIMULATION
For the simulation of the mechanical model of the human body, the
formulation corresponding to the natural coordinates has been used (see Garcia de
Jalon and Bayo, 1993 for more details). Two types of simulation are of interest for
the human body motion: kinematic and inverse dynamies.
• Kinematic simulation consists of the calculation of the mechanism motion
for some known values of all its degrees of freedom, with independence of the
forces required to produce such a motion. In our case the motion is completely
defined by the values of all the angles, so kinematic simulation is straightforward
and leads to the restitution of the original motion. Let q(t) be a vector that contains
the coordinates of all the points and vectors, and the angles used to model the multi
body system. Only the angle values are known in q, so the problem is to find the
values of the coordinates of points and vectors. The different terms of q are not
independent, but are related by a set of constraint equations, that can be written as:
<jl(q) = 0

It 6. Lower trunk loeal
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(1 )

In natural coordinates, the constraint equations arise from different facts :
first because of the rigid body conditions that must be fulfilled by the different points
and vectors that define a rigid body; second by the constraint equations originated
at the joints between the points and vectors that define them and third by the
equations that define the angles at the joints. The non-linear constraint equations
are solved iteratively by us;ng a Newton-Aaphson method, in a least squares
sense. The equation for iteration (i) is :
cp~i)T cP~i).1q (i)

= _cP~i)T <jl(q(i»)

(2)

where <I>~i) is the Jacobian matrix of the constraints at iteration (i).

On of one element with

I

to obtain their values from the dot product equation of the two segments defined by
the 3 points. The sign indeterminacy is solved, when necessary, by using the cross
product equation. No extra symbolic express ions are required, as all the necessary
information is contained in the angle definition.

34 angles
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at the
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• The velocity problem allows us to calculate the velocities of the remaining
elements of the MBS when the velocities of the input elements are known. The
equation now is the first time derivative of equation (1) :

CPQq = 0

(3)

In our case,' since the angles at the joints are defined as cubic spline
functions of time, the known terms of q are very easy to evaluate by numerical
differentiation and equation (3) is very easy to solve.
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• The acceleration problem allows the computation the accelerations of the 
system elements ij when the accelerations at the angles are known. The equation
for this problem is :

<l>qq =-<i>qq

(4)

• The inverse dynamics simulation calculates the internal efforts that must be
applied at the MBS to obtain the prescribed motion. The motion equations of the
MBS, ean be written as :

Mq +<I>~A = Q

(5)

where M is the inertia matrix, Q the vector of external forees and A the
veetor of the Lagrange multipliers associated with the eonstraints. As the
accelerations ij are known from the solution of the acceleration problem this
equation allows the caleulation of A. With the values of A it is simple to eompute
all the internal eHorts. These internal eHorts are: the reaetions (forees and torques)
at the joints, and the motor efforts that must be applied at the angular degrees of
freedom 10 produee the motion. These are magnitudes of maximum interest for the
biomeehanical study of the motion, and allow the camparisan between different
styles, caleulation of maximum values, ete.
In addition to the intemal forces, other useful magnitudes ean be also
obtained from the inverse dynamies simulation: energy distribution, angular velocity
and angular momentum of the elements, eontact forees with the ground, ete.

IMPLEMENTATION
The methodology presented here has been implemented in a eompletely new
version of the software program ealled Compamm/Sport. The program is of general
purpose and ean deal with any motion that has been reeorded and where the
trajectories of a set of primary points have been digitized and are expressed in a
tabular form.
The most important component of the program is the symbolic manipulator
previously mentioned that allows to eonstruct the multi body model of he human
body. Like the rest of the program, it has been developed in C++ and ineludes the
following major functionalities ; C-like syntax, mixed operations between sealars
and 3 eomponent vectors, logieal and relational operations (>, =, <, and, or... ),
contral and loop statements (if, for, while..), a eomplete mathematical library, and
the capability of working with point trajectories. The use of this manipulator greatly
faeilitates the definition of any model of the human body because it avoids the need
of writing specific programs that must be ehanged for every topology or size of the
elements. By using only symbolic statements written in a file the user ean ereate his
own models and modify them easily.
The program also ineludes an advaneed visualization system, that allows the
display of the evolution of the multi body system while the simulation is being
perforrned. For this purpose a geometrieal model of the human body is used; it is
eomposed of a set of polygonal faeets assoeiated with every element of the
mechanism., with appropriate size and graphical propert,i_es. It is also possible to
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EXAMPLES

Walking motion
This example represents a simple walking motion of a 75 Kg person at a 6.1
Km/h speed.
The recorded motion lasts 1.15
sec (from t=9.5 sec to t=10.65 sec) and
includes only two steps, with three
contacts with the ground : right foot
between t=9.5 sec and t=1 0.1, left foot
contact between t=10.1 and t=10.6 and
again right foot contact at t=10.6 sec.
The motion was filtered with a 2 Hz cut
off frequency. Figure 7 shows 6 key
frames of the motion.
Figure 7 . Walking motion

A kinematic simulation of the recorded data allows us to determine the
values of the different angles involved in the motion. For example, figure 8 shows
the rotation of the two knees.
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Flgure 8. Knee rotation angle during the motion of walking

The inverse dynamic analysis of the motion allows the calculation of the
forces involved and particularly the contact forces with the ground. To validate the
computed values, the contact force between the left foot and the ground has been
measured by means of a force platform in the same conditions of speed, mass, etc.
80th the measured and the computed value for such a left foot contact force are
displayed in figure 9, where a good correlation can be observed.
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High jump:
This example corresponds to the winner jump (2.02 m) by H. Henkel, at
Barcelona'92. The data for this example where obtained in the frame of the ABAT
praject, organized and sponsored by the IOC. Figure 10 shows a view of the jump
that lasts fram t=9.78 s to t=10.76 s. The instant where the athlete leaves the
graund is t=10.06 s.

Figura 13 shows
graund, before starting
Figure 14 shows the ml
(point RHipp).
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Flgure 13. Vertleal reael
the high ju

Football motion

Figure 10. High jump motion
16.1

Figure 11 shows a useful
information obtained fram the analysis in
the form of the distribution of the errors
in length for the different elements of the
multibody system, as originated by the
digitisation process. It can be seen that
the small elements such as feet or head
have up to 15% errar, while others are
in the 5-10% range. It should be noted
that the motion was recorded with
cameras located at some distance fram
the athlete,
because of access
restrictions during the games, so the
image quality is decreased.

12.4

9.6

Figure 11. Error in members length (%)

The kinematic simulation of the motion allows the computation of the velocity
of the centre of the trunk. Its three components are shown in figure 12.
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m) by H. Henkel, at
Ithe frame of the ABAT
~ a view of the jump
the athlete leaves the

Figure 13 shows the vertical reaction force during the last contact with the
ground, before starting leaving from the ground. Its value reaches up to 2700 N.
Figure 14 shows the modulus of the internal reaction force at the athlete's right hip
(point RHipp).
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Figure 14. Resetion force at the rlght hIp
during the high Jump (modulus).

Football motion: head shot
This example corresponds to a head shot during training of player J.M.
Bakero. The motion lasts 1.24 sec with a total of 31 frames. The input data was
filtered with a cut-off frequency of 5 Hz. Some representative frames of the motion
are included in figure 15. The contact with the ball occurs at about t=1 0.8 sec.
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Figure 15. Hesd shot motion
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The dynamic simulation of the recovered motion allows to compute the
energy distribution as a function of time for the whole player (figure 16). Figure 17
shows the motor efforts applied at the player's neck during the shot.
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Figure 17. Torques at the player neck during the head shot

Football: foot shot
This example corresponds to a shot of player R. Koeman recorded during a
match. The total motion lasts 1.5 sec and some of its key frames are shown on
figure 18. The contact between the foot and the ball happens between t=9.8 ant
t=10 sec.

Figure 18. Football shot.
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The dynamic analysis of the motion gives the internal forces appearing at the
joints. Figure 19 shows some of the most representative : the torque that is applied
at the different joints of the right leg in order to generate the motion.
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CONCLUSIONS
The method presented allows computer simulation of the behaviour of a
mechanical model of the human body, when performing real motion, previously
recorded in video during actual activity.
The mechanical model consists of an articulated multi body system, defined
by natural coordinates. It is created by taking the trajectories followed by a number
of primary points, identified in the video records, as initial data. The rest of the
model is created as a function of the initial trqjectories by using a symbolic
description, that can include complex geometrical relations of vector nature. The
symbolic manipulator is very easy to use and allows users to define their own
models and to modify them by using only geometrical and mechanical concepts,
without requiring any programming operation. This permits to create the models
that are best adapted to the particular sport activity, by changing the level of
modelling detail of the different parts of the human model.
The model, so created, is consistent with actual recorded motion and its
simulation allows the recovery of initial motion and the calculation of all mechanical
magnitudes involved in it, like forces, accelerations, energy, etc.
The model construction and its kinematic and dynamic simulation have been
implemented in a software program calied Compamm/Sport, providing a powerful
tool for the analysis of human body motion. The program includes an advanced
visualization module that permits representation of the simulated motion and its
comparison with the actual motion. It can deal with any human motion; as such it
has been applied to different sports activities, and has demonstrated a good
correlation with real data. It can also be applied to other fields like ergonomics.
The general purpose nature of the method and the open architecture of the
software allow its extension in the future, by the inclusion of new functionalities like:
the distribution of the calculated internal forces among the different muscles; more
detailed modelling of muscles and articulations; the inclusion of contral laws, and
the use of motion modification and optimization techniques.
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